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Lepton number as a fourth color is the intriguing theoretical idea of the famous Pati-Salam (PS) model.
While in conventional PS models, the symmetry breaking scale and the mass of the resulting vector
leptoquark are stringently constrained by KL → μe and K → πμe, the scale can be lowered to a few TeV by
adding vectorlike fermions. Furthermore, in this case, the intriguing hints for lepton flavor universality
violation in b → sμþμ− and b → cτν processes can be addressed. Such a setup is naturally achieved by
implementing the PS gauge group in the five-dimensional Randall-Sundrum background. The PS
symmetry is broken by boundary conditions on the fifth dimension, and the resulting massive vector
leptoquark automatically has the same mass scale as the vectorlike fermions and all other resonances. We
consider the phenomenology of this model in the context of the hints for lepton flavor universality violation
in semileptonic B decays. Assuming flavor alignment in the down sector, we find that in b → slþl−

transitions, the observed deviations from the standard model predictions [including RðKÞ and RðK�Þ� can
be explained with natural values for the free parameters of the model. Even though we find sizable effects in
RðDÞ, RðD�Þ, and RðJ=ΨÞ, one cannot account for the current central values in the constrained setup of our
minimal model due to the stringent constraints from D − D̄ mixing and τ → 3μ.
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Introduction.—So far, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
at CERN has not directly observed any particles beyond the
ones of the standard model (SM) of particle physics.
However, we have accumulated intriguing hints for lepton
flavor universality (LFU) violation in semileptonic B
decays within recent years. Most prominently, there exist
deviations from the SM predictions in b → sμþμ− above
the 5σ level [1,2], and the combination of the ratios RðDÞ
and RðD�Þ differs by 4.1σ from its SM prediction [9].
Furthermore, also RðJ=ΨÞ points towards the violation of
LFU in b → cτν processes [10]. This suggests a possible
connection between these two classes of decays and
motivates the investigation of simultaneous explanations
[11–30].
In fact, the SUð2Þ singlet vector leptoquark (VLQ) with

hypercharge 2=3 is a natural candidate for a simultaneous
explanation [12,13,16,27]. It contributes to b → sμþμ− as
well as to b → cτν, and it does not couple down quarks to

neutrinos, avoiding the bounds from B → Kð�Þνν and is free
of proton decay to all orders in perturbation theory [31]. This
allows for large flavor violating effects and the bounds from
direct searches [32], and electroweak (EW) precision data
[33,34] can be avoided [24,27]. Interestingly, this LQ appears
in the theoretically very appealing Pati-Salam (PS) [35]
model, and several attempts have been made in the literature
to construct a model addressing the flavor anomalies based
on the corresponding gauge symmetry [28–30,36].
In conventional PS models, the bounds on the breaking

scale fromKL → μe andK → πμe are so strong (at the PeV
scale) [37,38] that any other observable effect in flavor
physics is ruled out. Nonetheless, if the PS gauge symmetry
is implemented in the 5D Randall-Sundrum (RS) back-
ground [39], the mass scale of the Kaluza-Klein (KK)
resonances (including the VLQ) can be much lower, i.e., in
the few TeV range [40]. The suppression of the lepton
flavor violating kaon decays can be achieved by introduc-
ing the SM fermions as zero modes of bulk fermions [53]
with their couplings to the KK modes determined by their
localization along the RS bulk. Since the zero mode
localizations are free parameters, one can obtain the
required nontrivial flavor structure in order to give inter-
esting effects in b → sμþμ− and b → cτν transitions.
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The model.—Our starting point is a 5D RS space-time
[39]

ds2 ¼ e−2kyημνdxμdxν − dy2; 0 ≤ y ≤ πR ð1Þ

with the PS [35] bulk gauge symmetry SUð4Þ × SUð2ÞL ×
SUð2ÞR. The symmetry is broken to its SM subgroup by
means of boundary conditions on the UV brane. Note that
the unbroken Uð1ÞY is a linear combination of Uð1ÞB−L
[contained in SUð4Þ] and Uð1ÞR of SUð2ÞR. Therefore,
relaxing the assumption of a discrete left-right symmetry,
one can always account for the measured values of gY
As in the conventional PS model, the SM fermions are

embedded into complete representations of the PS gauge
group. In addition, they are introduced as bulk fields in the
RS background, and the zero modes correspond to the SM
quarks and leptons. Their localizations are determined by
their 5D bulk masses [53] but can be altered by the presence
of brane-kinetic terms. Since on the UV brane only the SM
gauge symmetry is unbroken, the localizations of quarks
and leptons of the same generation can differ from each
other [54]. The Higgs doublet is introduced as a 4D field
confined to the UV brane; hence, its couplings to the KK
modes are strongly suppressed. This choice ensures the
compliance with electroweak precision constraints.
The 4D dual theory, according to the AdS=CFT corre-

spondence [55], is a composite model with a global PS
symmetry and KK modes corresponding to composite
resonances. The gauging of the SM subgroup explicitly
breaks the global symmetry in the elementary sector.
Hence, the SM fermions are partially composite due to a
linear mixing of the elementary fermions with composite
operators of the same quantum numbers. Therefore, the
simplified version of our model, according to the decon-
struction approach [56], contains composite vector reso-
nances of the SUð4Þ × SUð2ÞL × SUð2ÞR symmetry group
with common mass M, as well as three generations of
heavy vectorlike quarks and leptons corresponding to the
first KK modes.
Concerning fermions, we have three generations of

chiral (SM) fermions, the quark doublets qi, the lepton
doublets li, the quark singlets di and ui, as well as the
lepton singlet ei (and the right-handed neutrino which we
do not consider in the following, as it is not relevant for our
discussion). In addition, we have the three generations of
vectorlike fermions which we denote by the corresponding
capital letters. The mass terms for the fermion before
electroweak symmetry breaking read

LM ¼ −ML
ijðQ̄L

i Q
R
j þ L̄L

i L
R
j Þ

−MR
ijðŪL

i U
R
j þ D̄L

i D
R
j þ ĒL

i E
R
j Þ

−mqL
ij q̄iQ

R
j −mlL

ij l̄iLR
j

−muR
ij Ū

L
i uj −mdR

ij D̄
L
i dj −mlR

ij Ē
L
i ej þ H:c: ð2Þ

Here, the superscripts L and R denote the chirality of the
vectorlike fields. Note that Qi, Li, Ui, Di, and Ei are
embedded into complete representations under the PS
gauge group, enforcing equality of the respective mass
terms. Without loss of generality, we can work in a basis
where ML

ij and MR
ij are diagonal in flavor space, and to a

good approximation, the masses of the composite states are
universal:

ML
ij ≈MR

ij ≈Mδij: ð3Þ
For the terms mixing vectorlike fermions with the SM
ones, we assume for simplicity the absence of mixing
with the right-handed SM SUð2Þ singlets, i.e., mfR

ij ¼ 0.

In RS models without brane-kinetic terms,mfL
ij andML

ij are
diagonal in the same basis. Assuming that the brane-kinetic
terms are also diagonal in that basis, one can write

mfL ¼

0
B@

Mf
1 0 0

0 Mf
2 0

0 0 Mf
3

1
CA: ð4Þ

In the following, we will assume M1 to be zero or
negligibly small [57]. Therefore, the first generation is
purely elementary, while the second and third generations
of left-handed SM quarks and leptons are partially
composite. Since all terms are flavor diagonal, the problem
reduces to diagonalizing several 2 × 2 matrices mixing the
SM with vectorlike fermions. For the quarks and leptons,
we achieve this by the transformation

�
fiL
F1
L

�
→

�
cfi −sfi
sfi cfi

��
fiL
Fi
L

�
ð5Þ

with i ¼ 2, 3, f ¼ q, l, F ¼ Q, L, and sfi ¼ sin αfi with
αfi ¼ arctan ðMf

i =MÞ. In order to maintain perturbativity of
the fundamental Yukawa couplings on the UV brane, we
restrict all mixing angles to sfi ≤

ffiffiffi
3

p
=2.

After EW symmetry breaking, additional mass terms for
the fermions originating from the Yukawa couplings arise.
Now, the 3 × 3 sub-block of the light fermions is, in general,
not diagonal in the same basis as MfL

ij and mfL
ij . In order to

avoid tree-level flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) in
the down-quark sector, we assume the down Yukawa
coupling to be aligned with mqL and MqL, i.e., diagonal
in the same basis. In the left-handed up-quark sector, tree-
level FCNCs are then unavoidable but are determined and
suppressed by the small off-diagonal elements of the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix.
With these assumptions, the couplings of KK gauge

bosons to fermions are given by

LV
ff ¼ if̄iγμðgV�L ΓVL

fifj
PL þ gV�R ΓVR

fifj
PRÞfjVμ: ð6Þ

Here, V ¼ g,W�,W3, B − L, LQ with the coupling gV�L;R ¼
θgVSM being enhanced by the RS volume θ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

kπR
p

∼ 6
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with respect to the elementary gauge coupling of the gauge
boson VSM. For the LQ and the B − L gauge boson gLQ�L ¼
θðgs=

ffiffiffi
2

p Þ and gB−L�L ¼ θ½ ffiffiffi
3

p
=ð2 ffiffiffi

2
p Þ�gs, respectively. The

couplings of the KK modes of SUð2ÞR to the SM fermions
are small.
The relevant matrices in flavor space ΓL;V

ij read

ΓV0;L
didj

¼

0
B@

0 0 0

0 sq22 0

0 0 sq23

1
CA

ij

; ð7Þ

ΓV0;L
uiuj ¼ VCKM

ik

0
B@

0 0 0

0 sq22 0

0 0 sq23

1
CA

kl

VCKM�
jl ; ð8Þ

ΓLQ;L
dilj

¼

0
B@

0 0 0

0 sq2s
l
2cl sq2s

l
2sl

0 −sq3sl3sl sq3s
l
3cl

1
CA

ij

; ð9Þ

ΓW;L
uidj

¼ VCKM
ik

0
B@

0 0 0

0 sq22 0

0 0 sq23

1
CA

kj

; ð10Þ

ΓV;L
lilj

¼

0
B@
0 0 0

0 sl22 c2lþ sl23 s2l ðsl22 − sl23 Þslcl
0 ðsl22 − sl23 Þslcl sl23 c2lþ sl22 s2l

1
CA

ij

: ð11Þ

Here, we neglected flavor mixing with the first generation
and dropped the flavor-universal θ2-suppressed terms [56].
In this limit, ΓR;V

ij ¼ 0. VCKM denotes the CKM matrix, V0

stands for the electrically neutral gauge bosons, and sl
parametrizes the misalignment in flavor space between
mlL, MlL, and the lepton Yukawa coupling in the
2–3 sector. Using Eqs. (7)–(11), one can see that under
our assumptions, no effects in KL → μe or K → πμe are
generated.
Observables.—RðDÞ and RðD�Þ: We define the effective

Hamiltonian for b → clν transitions as

H
lfνi
eff ¼ 4GFffiffiffi

2
p VcbC

fi
L ½c̄γμPLb�½l̄fγμPLνi�; ð12Þ

where in the SM Cfi
L ¼ δfi, and the contribution of our

model is given by

Cfi
L ¼

ffiffiffi
2

p

4GFVcb

κ�3fV2kκki
M2

þ θΓW;L
lfli

m2
W

M2
: ð13Þ

Here, the first term originates from the LQ, with
κij ¼ θðgs=

ffiffiffi
2

p ÞΓLQ;L
dilj

, while the second term is due to

the KK mode of the W�. Thus, we find

RðXÞ=RðXÞSM ¼ j1þ C33
L j2 þ

X2
i¼1

jC3i
L j2; ð14Þ

with X ¼ D, D�, J=Ψ.
This has to be compared to the experimental measure-

ments of RðDÞ, RðD�Þ, and RðJ=ΨÞ [10]. A global fit
assuming new physics (NP) in CL only gives [58]

CNP
L ¼ 0.131� 0.033: ð15Þ

b → slþl− transitions: Using the effective Hamiltonian

H
lfli
eff ¼ −

4GFffiffiffi
2

p VtbV�
ts

X
a¼9;10

Cfi
a O

fi
a ;

Ofi
9ð10Þ ¼

α

4π
½s̄γμPLb�½l̄fγμðγ5Þli�; ð16Þ

we have

Cfi
9 ¼ −Cfi

10 ¼
−

ffiffiffi
2

p

2GFVtbV�
ts

π

α

κ2iκ
�
3f

M2
: ð17Þ

The allowed 2σ range is given by [1]

−0.37 ≥ C22
9 ¼ −C22

10 ≥ −0.88: ð18Þ
Concerning lepton flavor violating B decays, we use the

results of Ref. [59] for the analysis of B → Kð�Þτμ. The
only experimental limit for μτ final states is [60]

Br½B → Kτμ�EXP ≤ 4.8 × 10−5; ð19Þ
at 90% confidence level, and the corresponding prediction
for our case of C9 ¼ −C10 reads

Br½B → Kτμ� ¼ 1.96 × 10−8ðjC23
9 j2 þ jC32

9 j2Þ: ð20Þ
D − D̄ mixing: D0 − D̄0 mixing receives tree-level con-

tributions from the KKmodes of the gluon, theB − L gauge
boson, and the W3. The resulting NP contribution to the
effective Hamiltonian Heff ¼ CLQ1 þ H:c: is

CL ¼ θ2ð3
4
g2s þ 1

2
g22Þ

4M2
ðVcsV�

uss
q2
2 þ VcbV�

ubs
q2
3 Þ2; ð21Þ

with Q1 ¼ ðc̄γμPLuÞðc̄γμPLuÞ. We have for the matrix
element

MD
12 ¼

1

3
mDf2DB

D
1 ðμÞηDðμÞCL; ð22Þ

with BD
1 ð3 GeVÞ ≈ 0.76 [61], ηDð3 GeVÞ ¼ 0.77 [62,63],

and fD ≈ ð0.212Þ GeV [64,65]. Using the HFLAV results of
CKM 2016 [9], the imaginary part of the matrix element
should satisfy

jIm½MD
12�j < 2 × 10−16 GeV: ð23Þ

τ → 3μ: The neutral B − L and W3 KK gauge bosons
mediate the decay τ → 3μ. Using the results of Ref. [59]
and neglecting contributions suppressed by gY=θ, we find
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Br½τ → 3μ� ¼ m5
τ ττ

768π3
1

M4

����
XW3;B−L

V

gV�2L ΓVL
l2l3

ΓVL
l2l2

����
2

: ð24Þ

Here, ττ is the tau lifetime. This result has to be compared to
the current experimental bound of 1.2 × 10−8 [66].
Bs − B̄s mixing: Because of the assumed flavor align-

ment in the left-handed down-quark sector, our model does
not only forbid tree-level contributions to Bs − B̄s mixing,
but it also makes the one-loop contributions to Bs − B̄s
mixing finite (even in unitary gauge) due to a suppression
mechanism similar to the Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani
(GIM) one. In addition, flavor violation solely originates
from Yukawa couplings. Thus, the effect is very efficiently
suppressed by 1=M4.
Direct LHC searches.—The most stringent constraints

on the KK mass scale stem from direct LHC searches for
resonances decaying to tt̄, dijet, or ττ̄. tt̄ resonance searches
constrain the RS KK gluon mass to be above 3.3 TeV in the
case of bulk fermions and flavor anarchy [67]. In our setup,
however, the branching ratio into tt̄ final states is signifi-
cantly smaller than in the flavor-anarchic scenario so that
we can conservatively lower the mass scale of the lightest
resonances to M ¼ 3.0 TeV. Because of the reduced
branching ratio into tt̄, the dijet final state is relevant in
our setup. The most recent CMS constraint on heavy dijet
resonances [68] is, nonetheless, still weaker than the
aforementioned tt̄ constraint. Both the B − L gauge boson
and the W3 KK mode contribute to the ττ̄ final state.
Comparing the Z0 of the sequential SM, for which Ref. [69]
finds MZ0 > 2.42 TeV, with our model, we find that the

larger branching ratio into the ττ̄ final state is counteracted
by a significantly reduced production cross section: first-
generation quarks do not couple to the B − L gauge boson,
and their coupling to the W3 KK mode is suppressed by
1=θ. The tt̄ resonance constraint of ≈3 TeV is, hence, the
strongest limit on the KK mass scale M.
Phenomenology.—Since we aim to get a large effect in

b → cτν transitions, a large compositeness of the third
generation is required. In addition, M should not be too
large, and we, therefore, use a mass of 3 TeV. In order to get
a sizeable effect in b → sμþμ−, while not violating the
upper limit on the τ → 3μ branching ratio, moderate values
of sl2 are preferred. In the left plot of Fig. 1, we, therefore,
show the allowed regions in the sq2 − sl plane for sl2 ¼ 0.2,
sl3 ¼ 1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
, and sq3 ¼

ffiffiffi
3

p
=2. At this benchmark point,

RðXÞ=RðXÞSM ≈ 1.07. Because of the small coupling to
muons (compared to the one to taus), NP effects in b → cμν
are found below the permille level and, therefore, consistent
with current data [70]. One can see that b → sμþμ− can be
explained at the 1σ level without violating bounds from
D − D̄ mixing or τ → 3μ.
In the right plot of Fig. 1, we show the correlations

between RðXÞ=RðXÞSM and b → sμþμ− by scanning over
sq3, s

q
2 , s

l
3 , s

l
2 , and sl. Only the parameter points consistent

with all experimental bounds are shown. We see that, in
general, a large effect in b → sμþμ− limits the size of
the possible effect in RðXÞ=RðXÞSM and vice versa.
Furthermore, the solution of the b → sμþμ− anomaly in
our model predicts a large branching ratio for τ → 3μ
within the reach of Belle II.

FIG. 1. Left: Allowed regions from b → sμþμ− (red) and the exclusion limits from D − D̄ mixing (blue) and τ → 3μ (gray) for
M ¼ 3 TeV, sl2 ¼ 0.2, sl3 ¼ 1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
, and sq3 ¼

ffiffiffi
3

p
=2. With these values, RðXÞ=RðXÞSM ≈ 1.07 (with X ¼ D, D�, J=Ψ). We see that

b → sμþμ− can be explained at the 1σ level without violating the bounds from other observables. Right: Correlations between
RðXÞ=RðXÞSM and b → sμþμ− for M ¼ 3 TeV. Here, we scanned over 0.3 < sq3 <

ffiffiffi
3

p
=2, 0 < sq2 < 0.2, 0.3 < sl3 <

ffiffiffi
3

p
=2,

0 < sl2 < 0.2, and 0 < sl < 0.3. Only the parameter points consistent with D − D̄ mixing are shown. As we can see, the predicted
branching ratio for τ → 3μ is large and very well within the reach of Belle II.
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Because of the constraints from D0 − D̄0 mixing and
τ → 3μ, we do not obtain sizeable effects in either
b → sτþμ− or τ → ϕμ [22], or in b → sτþτ− transitions
as recently examined in Ref. [71].
Conclusions and outlook.—In this article, we considered

a PS model embedded in the RS space-time in which the
symmetry is broken down to the SM one by boundary
conditions on the end points of the extra dimension. While
in previous models based on the PS symmetry, the effect in
b → cτν was only generated by the vector LQ, we have as
well a W0 contribution which enhances in our setup the
total NP effect in b → cτν processes by roughly 80%. Still,
we found that one cannot fully account for b → cτν data
due to the stringent constraints from D − D̄ mixing.
However, an Oð5%Þ effect in RðXÞ=RðXÞSM is possible.
Furthermore, the model can naturally explain the anomaly
in b → sμþμ− transitions including the hints for the
violation of lepton flavor universality from RðKÞ and
RðK�Þ. In addition, our model predicts a small effect in
b → sτμ and b → sττ transitions, while the effect in τ →
3μ is sizable and also the charge-parity violation in the
D − D̄ system is close to the current experimental values.
Compared to previous approaches of explaining the

flavor anomalies, our model has several advantages. First
of all, on the theoretical side, the existence of a massive
vector-leptoquark (VLQ) and vectorlike fermions of the
same mass scale follows from the very simple assumption
that the PS symmetry is broken on an extra dimension. On
the phenomenological side, our model has suppressed
couplings of the new particles to light fermions (contrary
to Ref. [36]) and is, therefore, quite safe concerning LHC
searches. Furthermore, since we have in addition to the
VLQ, a W0 boson, which interferes in b → cτν processes
constructively, we can get an effect which is around 80%
larger compared to the pure VLQ case [28,29] while still
respecting the bounds from D − D̄ mixing.
In our minimal setup, we assumed right-handed fermions

and the Higgs boson to be elementary. Giving up these
assumptions, one obtains an even richer phenomenology,
and also an explanation of the tensions in the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon [72,73] and/or in ε0=ε [74]
could become possible.
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